
Custom-Made Digitalisation.



The Challenge
The modern manufacturing environment around the globe, and regardless of industry, has 
developed a number of signifi cant traits and trends that defi ne their environment. 

Individual Company Features 

In order to meet the individual challenges of each and every manufacturing company you 
should consider the following key properties, which characterise a company and its specifi c 
environment and system landscape: 

       Special product features: type, material, dimensions, and many more
       Attention to measurement and test parameters for quality assurance
       Manufacturing processes with specifi cally defi ned manufacturing workfl ows
       Acquisition of specifi c data in order to identify key indicators
       Company-specifi c standards for their special equipment
       Historically grown company structure and distribution of responsibilities

Your essential requirements are the ultimate benchmark.

Apart from these individual factors the 
manufacturing environment has for many 
years  been exhibiting global trends with 
regard to the sustainability of manufacturing 
companies. In order to defend your position 
on a globalised market, it is essential to extend
the IT in your manufacturing environment
and to increase your level of automation and 
thereby your manufacturing productivity.
Continually rising customer expectations 
regarding product quality and individualized
product design are producing new and 
greater challenges.  

This, in turn means an ever-increasing 
complexity of manufacturing workfl ow and 
the corresponding key fi gures, which are also 
refl ected in constantly growing importance 
of Big Data.  

However, the aforementioned trends are a 
source of entrepreneurial opportunities, if 
you apply innovative solutions to ensuring 
the end-to-end digitalisation and networking 
of your company. 

Future Proofi ng Requires Innovative Solutions.

Global Trends



The Key: Digitalise Your Manufacturing.
Your digitalisation solution requires a secure and comprehensive high-resolution  
processing of your data.  Moreover, your manufacturing should be exactly matched to 
your corporate processes. 

A precise source of data, meaningful action criteria by fast analyses, as well as the  
embedding of the results into process control and decision making exert a direct impact on 
the critical success factors: 

       Automation, transparency, precision, continuity and flexibility of manufacturing
       Systematical problem-solving and manufacturing optimisation
       Secure production and documentation of quality
       End-to-end digitalisation of the complete corporate environment

The digitalisation of your manufacturing is your first step on your way 
to Industry 4.0 and IoT: Integrating Industry 4.0 as a trendsetting milestone  
paves the way to continually improving quality, productivity and process design.



The Foundation
The fundamental concept of ProNES solutions rests on 3 pillars:

   PIQ.platform     Tried and tested software modules with standardised function libraries,   
    building the foundation for comprehensive PIQ. solutions

   PIQ.service        Cooperative services from consulting, and engineering to system   
            development, and operation stability 

   PIQ.solutions   Sophisticated complete solutions, designed to match the individual           
   manufacturing processes and requirements of our customers

Custom-Made Solution Concept 

The ProNES solution concept is designed to capture and analyse all relevant data for  
products, tools, and manufacturing. This provides a well-rounded starting point to  
control your manufacturing by means of system-internal routines and/or decisions of your 
staff members. Moreover, the seamless documentation of your manufacturing processes 
facilitates the fulfilment of the corresponding legal prescriptions.

The end-to-end networking of your manufacturing and the direct connection to your  
corporate IT prevents isolated solutions. Your management and company employees can be 
given access to key manufacturing information that directly impacts their field of work. 

Comprehensive digitalisation forms an integral part of our solution. By implementing these 
concepts into your company you create the necessary foundation to realise Industry 4.0 
and the Internet of Things.  Industry 4.0, in turn, will become the decisive foundation for  
sustainable business development.

New Standards of Automation, Productivity, Flexibility and  
Quality.

PIQ.manufacture



PIQ.platform
Standardised Software Modules

The diverse PIQ.platform portfolio of tried and tested software modules and  
interface components is based on standardised function libraries, any of which can be flexibly  
adapted to your corporate landscape. These high-performing software modules form the 
basic structure used to automate and to optimise your individual system environment. 

The innovative module architecture allows for an effective integration of all common  
external components (PLC, data bases, etc.) which nowadays are imperative to any future 
proof manufacturing environment.  

Ready-made interfaces to your IT (ERP, QA-Software, etc.) facilitate the effective  
networking of heterogeneous manufacturing environments and the hybrid business IT and  
logistics throughout your digitalised company.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you want detailed information about the 
available function libraries! 

Innovation on a Proven Foundation.



PIQ.manufacture

PIQ.platform

PIQ.solutions

Trademark for all ProNES (P) solutions, which 
combine ProNES know-how (IQ) and many years 
of experience in the field of manufacturing.

For more information please visit:
www.prones.de

PIQ. software modules with standardi-
sed function libraries build the foundati-
on for comprehensive PIQ. solutions

Comprehensive PIQ. solutions matched to the individual manufacturing 
processes and requirements of our customers



PIQ.service

Existing Customer 
Environment

Cooperative PIQ. services ranging 
from analysis, and consulting to 
engineering, system development, 
and operation stability

Customer-specific environment 
and system landscape, into which 
the PIQ. solutions are integrated



PIQ.service
Trusting Teamwork

During decision making

     Together we sort out your situation, your aims, your possibilities, and the benefit.
       We consult with you in order to take well-rounded decisions with regard to the appropriate 
     solution and processes. 

During development and realisation of your digitalisation solution

     Together with you, we master large-scale projects.
     We analyse your manufacturing and your company.
     We configure and develop your individual solution.
     We organise the start-up of your solution.

During operation

     We train your staff for the effective use of the solution.
     Together we integrate the solution into your corporate processes.
     We maintain and service the system and solve problems (proactively). 
     We continue to develop the solution according to future needs.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you want more information on our  
comprehensive service portfolio!

Together we digitalise your manufacturing at the 
pace that is right for you, splitting up the project into 
sensible and manageable steps. By choosing our 
solutions, you improve efficiency and productivity  
from the very beginning of the project.



PIQ.solutions
Customer-Specific Manufacturing Solutions
Being an optimiser of manufacturing ProNES is specialised in developing measurement, test, 
and digitalisation solutions for the following industries: 

       Metalworking industries
       Electrical engineering / electronics industries 
       Automotive supply industry
       Plastics processing industries
       Science and research

ProNES has many years of experience in the following processes:
Extruding, coating, cutting, rolling, forming, assembling and final testing.

The following list provides some examples for individually adaptable comprehensive  
solutions by ProNES, that have proved effective in the field: 

   PIQ.drive – Qualification of electric engines 

   PIQ.light – Qualification of turned parts

   PIQ.pointer – Qualification of flat and special section tubes

   PIQ.stamping – Qualification of stamped parts

   PIQ.trasys – Qualification of foils, sheet metal and strip materials

If you want detailed information about one of our solutions, or if your industry 
or specific manufacturing process is not listed above, please do not hesitate to 
contact us!

Digitalisation of your Manufacturing.





Custom-Made Solutions for your Company
Whatever the company environment, it is shaped by the individual characteristics we  
mentioned at the beginning of this brochure. An analysis of the status quo is the only  
means to decide whether you should reconsider your digitalisation strategy together with us, 
or if you just need certain PIQ. modules for your individual digitalisation solution. During an  
introductory consultation we provide first insights into this complex subject. For a more  
detailed entry into our common project you can revert to our proven workshop concept.

No matter which solution you choose, thorough digitalisation provides you with access to the 
following benefits: 

          Continuous improvements in quality, productivity, and flexibility of your manufacturing        
          contributing to the lasting success of your company

          Rapid analysis of quality issues contributing to uninterrupted high-quality production

          Minimised error rate contributing to customer satisfaction

          End-to-end digitalisation contributing to the future-proofing of your company           
          in this time of digital transformation

Please take a look at our diverse portfolio for yourself! Our team is always  
there to help you with the realisation of your individual wishes and requirements!

ProNES – Custom-Made Digitalisation.



We create comprehensive digitalisation transparency.
For seamless automation in manufacturing.

We accompany you on your way into IoT and Industry 4.0. 
By choosing ProNES you increase efficiency and productivity from the very beginning 
of the project.

ProNES Automation GmbH
info@prones.de
www.prones.de


